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Abstract: The responsiveness of four types of stem diameter shrinkage indicators to sap flow changes
was compared under four air temperature and cloudiness conditions: above 0 ◦ C below 80% cloud
cover days; above 0 ◦ C large percentage cloud cover days; low temperature below 80% cloud cover
days; and low temperature large percentage cloud cover days. In this study, we investigated the effects
of indicative functions of relatively easy-to-access stem diameter shrinkage on variation characteristics
of sap flow. High-resolution-based stem diameter shrinkage is related to changes in tree moisture
content. Stem diameter shrinkage indicators are adopted to confirm sap flow changes resulting from
transpiration pull, which may enhance the power of stem diameter shrinkage as an index for tree
bole moisture loss. After measuring stem diameter variations, the following stem diameter shrinkage
indicators were calculated: maximum daily shrinkage, daily stem diameter increment, daily stem
diameter variation, and tree water deficit-induced stem shrinkage (TWD). Sap flow was measured
synchronously, and stem diameter shrinkage indicators were analyzed to confirm their responses to
sap flow. TWD was positively correlated (r ≥ 0.317) with daily variations in sap flow and reached
extremely significant levels (p ≤ 0.001) under all conditions. TWD and maximum daily shrinkage
were able to better reflect the correlation between changes in stem diameter and sap flow on a daily
scale, except large percentage cloud cover days with low temperatures. Changes in stem diameter
had no correlation with sap flow during low temperature and large percentage cloud cover days.
Among all stem diameter shrinkage indicators, TWD showed the highest correlation (r ≥ 0.601 and
p ≤ 0.001) with sap flow under all conditions, except during large percentage cloud cover days with
low temperatures. The stem diameter shrinkage indicators did not reflect sap flow changes during
large percentage cloud cover days with low temperatures. The indicator that best reflected moisture
loss of trees was TWD.
Keywords: stem diameter variations; diametral growth; water deficit; stem sap flow

1. Introduction
Stem diameter shrinkage based on high time resolution is closely related to changes in tree moisture
levels [1,2]. High-resolution measurements of diameter shrinkage are considered very effective tools for
evaluating growth changes in tree diameter in the context of tree bole moisture [3–5]. This approach
has been widely used for agricultural irrigation guidance [6], crop growth monitoring [7,8], and forestry
research [9,10]. Many studies [11,12] have shown that stem diameter shrinkage is mainly determined by
sap flow changes. However, such studies are not extensive [5,8], and research into different stem diameter
shrinkage indicator responses to sap flow still lacks theoretical support [13].
When trees’ transpiration rate surpasses that of root water uptake, trees face moisture deficit [14,15],
and stem sap flow will indicate the process of moisture transfer from the xylem to the leaves [16,17]. Variations
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in stem diameter act in response to a tree’s daily absorption and loss of moisture [18]. Moisture loss caused
by the consumption of moisture stored in stem organs can cause shrinkage of a tree’s bole diameter [19].
Stem diameter variations can be influenced by sap flow changes caused by transpiration pull [20].
Sevanto et al. [21] carried out a study on the calibration of stem diameter variations based on sap flow,
using the heat transfer technology. They identified a linear correlation, and estimated that an accurate
measurement of stem diameter variations could be used to estimate sap flow. After classification
according to the formation mechanism of stem diameter variations, this correlation can be enhanced.
Stem diameter variation is composed of two parts: one is due to the growth of cambium and living
bark cells in terms of cell division and enlargement; the other is driven by the water potential gradient
of trees [22]. Stem diameter variations due to growth contribute minimally to stem diameter shrinkage
if the stem tissue structure suffers no degeneration.
Stem diameter variations follow completely different mechanisms during the vegetation phase
compared to phases when temperature drops below or equal to 0 ◦ C [15,22]. Stem sap flow shows
different characteristics under different weather conditions. Weather conditions usually refer to
a number of meteorological parameters. As a major factor for demonstrating weather conditions,
total cloud cover can be used as a preliminary division of weather conditions. During each phase,
we further divided the cloudiness conditions due to differences in sap flow changes between below 80%
cloud cover days and large percentage cloud cover days. We separated data into four categories under
different air temperatures and cloudiness conditions, and performed separate analyses. We, therefore,
propose the following hypotheses: (1) stem diameter shrinkage indicators can help explain some
characteristics of sap flow during above 0 ◦ C below 80% cloud cover days; and (2) since the indicator
tree water deficit-induced stem shrinkage (TWD) eliminates the influence of seasonal growth on stem
diameter variations and retains the reversible shrinkage caused by water loss, TWD can better explain
sap flow when compared to other stem diameter shrinkage indicators under all air temperature and
cloudiness conditions.
Tree cambium can be activated when the average temperature reaches a certain threshold [23],
which represents the prerequisite for stem diameter shrinkage division via TWD and stem growth [24].
Therefore, we carried out our research during the period when cambium is activated. In this study,
data related to stem diameter shrinkage and sap flow were measured in Dahurian larch (Larix gmelini
Rupr.) forest, during July–September 2017 and July–September 2018. The responses of stem diameter
shrinkage indicators to sap flow—maximum daily shrinkage, daily stem diameter increment, daily
stem diameter variation, and TWD—were studied to confirm the effect of indicative functions of
relatively easy-to-access stem diameter shrinkage on the variation in characteristics of the sap flow.
This served as theoretical support for the research on the physiological ecology characteristics of trees.
This study can also contribute to the analysis of eco-environmental benefits of forest resources. It is of
significance to the sustainable management of forests.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area
The experiment was carried out at a permanent Dahurian larch forest sample plot (50.94◦ N,
121.51◦ E, 854 m a.s.l.) in the northeastern part of China (Figure 1). The average annual temperature in
this area is −4.4 ◦ C (2007–2017). The annual potential evapotranspiration is ~800–1200 mm. The annual
precipitation is ~450–550 mm. Approximately 60% of the precipitation during the year is concentrated
during July and August, and the snowfall period is from September to the beginning of the following
May. The thickness of the average yearly snowfall is 30 cm. The warmest and wettest period of the
year is from July to September—the time during which the experiment was performed. The average
temperature during the experimental period in 2017 and 2018 was 11.5 ◦ C. The average relative
humidity during the two-years experimental period was 80.2%. The main tree species in the study was
the Dahurian larch, which accounts for 79% of trees in the observed area. Dahurian larch has strong
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usual practice when there is a limitation in the number of the sensors. Three sets of device sensors were
installed on trees where diameter variation sensors were deployed. This kind of sensor is composed of
two special-material probes and a heater strip for probes. For trees with similar breast height diameters
measured by growth cones, their sapwood width is around 5 cm. One probe was inserted 3 cm deep
into the sapwood, while the other was inserted 15 cm below the first one. The device can calculate
the stem sap flow according to temperature difference. The measurable temperature scope of each
probe was ~2.5–20 ◦ C. This measuring technology ignored the natural temperature gradient of the
stem, which might have resulted in ±1.5 ◦ C measuring error. A type CR1000 (Campbell Scientific,
Logan, UT, USA) data collector recorded data once every half hour. Sensors and data collectors were
all powered by solar panels. Stem sap flow long after rainfall was confirmed to be zero flow.
Qs = 0.714 × [

(∆Tmax − ∆T ) 1.231
]
∆T

(1)

where Qs is sap flow density; ∆Tmax is maximum temperature difference between two needles after
a long period of rain; ∆T is temperature difference between two needles. Total cloud cover, air relative
humidity (HMP45C device, VAISALA, Helsinki, Finland), and air temperature (HMP45C device,
VAISALA, Helsinki, Finland) measurements were guided by the observation methodology of the
national standards of the People’s Republic of China for long-term forest ecosystem research (GB/T
33027-2016). Total cloud cover was measured by visual observation at a fixed observation location
near the sample plot (to ensure a wide field of vision and to prevent a large area obstruction of the
view by trees). The sky view that could be seen at the observation location was 100% visibility, and the
percentage of sky covered by visible clouds was referred to as total cloud cover. Cloud observations
were made at 8:00, 14:00, and 20:00 h every day. The average value of three observations was taken
as the total cloud cover for the day. The vapor pressure deficit was calculated from the relative air
humidity and air temperature.
Table 1. Initial characteristics of the sample plot.
Statistics
maximum value
minimum value
mean ± SD
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Figure 2. The trees with the instruments installed on them in the study sample plot.
Figure 2. The trees with the instruments installed on them in the study sample plot.

2.3. Data Analysis
A statistical analysis of the data was carried out using SPSS v19.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY,
USA). Indicators of stem diameter shrinkage [12,27–29] were calculated using stem diameter
variation data at a half-hour time scale. TWD was calculated based on the zero-growth assumption
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2.3. Data Analysis
A statistical analysis of the data was carried out using SPSS v19.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).
Indicators of stem diameter shrinkage [12,27–29] were calculated using stem diameter variation data
at a half-hour time scale. TWD was calculated based on the zero-growth assumption [29]:
MDS(t) = MXSD (t) − MNSD (t)

(2)

DSDI (t) = MXSD (t) − MXSD (t − 1)(t = 2, 3, 4 . . .),

(3)

DSDV (t) = AGSD (t) − AGSD (t − 1)(t = 2, 3, 4 . . .)
(
)
MXSD (< t) − SD (t), SD (t) < MXSD (< t)
TWD (t) =
0
, SD (t) ≥ MXSD (< t)

(4)
(5)

where t represents the time of recording; <t indicates all history recording time except the present
recording time; MDS is the maximum daily shrinkage; MXSD is the maximum stem diameter; MNSD
is the minimum stem diameter; DSDI is the daily stem diameter increment; DSDV is the daily stem
diameter variation; AGSD is the mean stem diameter; TWD is the tree water deficit-induced stem
shrinkage and SD is the stem diameter.
After calculating total cloud cover during the daytime, we identified only 3 days (13 July 2017,
25 July 2018, and 12 August 2018) where the total cloud cover on the day was <20% during the
experimental period. Therefore, we did not carry out a subdivision between below 20% cloud cover
and below 80% cloud cover days. Days when cloud cover was less than or equal to 80% were
considered below 80% cloud cover days, while days when the cloud cover was greater than 80% were
considered large percentage cloud cover days.
3. Results
3.1. Environmental Conditions
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under daily time resolution. DOY: Day of year. Error bars reflect the standard error.
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Table 2. The daily mean values of air temperature, total cloud cover, sap flow, and stem diameter
shrinkage indicators.
Air Temperature
and Cloudiness
Conditions

Air
Temperature
(◦ C)

Total
Cloud
Cover (%)

Stem Sap
Flow
(cm3 ·cm−2 )

Maximum
Daily
Shrinkage
(µm)

Daily Stem
Diameter
Increment
(µm)

Daily Stem
Diameter
Variation
(µm)

Tree Water
Deficit-induced
Stem Shrinkage
(µm)

Above 0 ◦ C below
80% cloud
cover days

14.5

55

71.89

110

−10

−9

399

Above 0 ◦ C large
percentage cloud
cover days

14.4

97

89.96

92

19

20

441

Low temperature
below 80% cloud
cover days

4.4

43

90.23

58

−19

−17

548

Low temperature
large percentage
cloud cover days

5.2

94

86.42

78

−29

−37

470

3.2. Daily Variation Trend of TWD and Sap Flow in the Dahurian Larch
Among all the stem diameter shrinkage indicators of Dahurian larch, TWD indicates diameter
variation characteristics at a half-hour time resolution, which can therefore reveal daily variation
trends. A comparison between TWD diurnal variation and sap flow of Dahurian larch was conducted
under four air temperatures and cloudiness conditions including above 0 ◦ C below 80% cloud cover
days, above 0 ◦ C large percentage cloud cover days, low temperature below 80% cloud cover days,
and low temperature large percentage cloud cover days (Figure 5). The data showed that under
different conditions, TWD and sap flow had the same changing trend. Furthermore, the most apparent
change in TWD occurred in the above 0 ◦ C below 80% cloud cover days condition, during which the
daily variation initially dropped slightly and then gradually increased to reach the maximum daily
value at about 16:00 h before dropping again; the stem sap flow of the Dahurian larch showed obvious
diurnal variation characteristics, exhibiting a unimodal distribution every day with a peak value at
approximately 14:00 h. TWD gradually decreased at 2 h following sap flow peak. During above 0 ◦ C
large percentage cloud cover days, the TWD changed with different sap flows. However, changes
were relatively small during below 80% cloud cover day conditions, with no obvious responses to
small sap flow fluctuations, and the delay time was longer compared to those on above 0 ◦ C below
80% cloud cover days. On the days with a low temperature, the TWD on below 80% cloud cover
days and large percentage cloud cover days usually conformed to changes in sap flow, with better
responses to a rising sap flow. During the period when sap flow dropped, the TWD remained steady
or decreased slightly. Pearson correlation analysis performed for above 0 ◦ C below 80% cloud cover
days, above 0 ◦ C large percentage cloud cover days, low temperature below 80% cloud cover days,
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Table 3. Relation between the tree water deficit-induced stem shrinkage daily variations and the sap
flow daily changes in Dahurian larch.
Stem Diameter
Shrinkage Index

Tree water
deficit-induced
stem shrinkage

Above 0 ◦ C Below 80%
Cloud Cover Days

Above 0 ◦ C Large
Percentage Cloud
Cover Days

Low Temperature
Below 80% Cloud
Cover Days

Low Temperature Large
Percentage Cloud
Cover Days

r

p

n

r

p

n

r

p

n

r

p

n

0.371

≤0.001

3648

0.468

≤0.001

2448

0.389

≤0.001

1872

0.317

≤0.001

768

Significant correlations are in bold.

3.3. Change Trends in Stem Diameter Shrinkage Indicators and Sap Flow Under Daily Time Resolution
The time series of Dahurian larch stem diameter shrinkage indicators relative to sap flow changes
at a daily time resolution were different (Figure 6). Of these, TWD amplitude, which was augmented
and diminished with the increase and decrease in sap flow, respectively, except on low temperature
large percentage cloud cover days when it was the largest, varied. On low temperature large percentage
cloud cover days, we only observed somewhat elevated TWD during an increase in sap flow. However,
it did not decrease with sap flow; TWD remained steady while sap flow was decreasing. Maximum
daily shrinkage amplitude variation was the smallest among the four selected stem diameter shrinkage
indicators, showing an opposite variation trend to that of sap flow. Maximum daily shrinkage showed
better characteristics compared to daily stem diameter increment and variation relative to sap flow
variations. Diurnal trends of daily stem diameter increment and variation with sap flow showed
similar characteristics with poor sensitivity.
The Pearson correlation analysis was adopted to analyze the responses of each Dahurian larch
stem diameter shrinkage indicator to changes in sap flow (Table 4). Among all the indicators, TWD
showed the highest correlation (r ≥ 0.601 and p ≤ 0.001) with sap flow under all conditions except
low temperature large percentage cloud cover days. Correlation strength between the maximum
daily shrinkage and stem sap flow was second only to that between TWD and stem sap flow, except
on low temperature large percentage cloud cover days. However, correlation between stem sap
flow and TWD, or maximum daily shrinkage on low temperature large percentage cloud cover days
was not significant (p > 0.05). Compared to the distribution of low temperature below 80% cloud
cover days, that of low temperature large percentage cloud cover days was closer to the period of
highest temperatures of the year, so the average temperature on low temperature large percentage
cloud cover days was higher than that on low temperature below 80% cloud cover days (Table 2).
In addition, stem sap flow correlated significantly (p ≤ 0.01) with both TWD (r = 0.652) and maximum
daily shrinkage (r = −0.417) on low temperature below 80% cloud cover days; therefore, the cause
of insignificant (p > 0.05) correlations was not low temperature alone. Sap flow on large percentage
cloud cover days changed more than during below 80% cloud cover days. There was also a significant
(p ≤ 0.01) correlation between TWD and sap flow (r = 0.601), as well as maximum daily shrinkage
and sap flow (r = −0.545) on above 0 ◦ C large percentage cloud cover days. Therefore, we believe
that the insignificant (p > 0.05) correlations between sap flow and TWD, as well as those between
maximum daily shrinkage and sap flow during low temperature, large percentage cloud cover days
were an outcome of the combination of temperature and cloudiness conditions.
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data is not always straightforward [29,32]. After dividing stem diameter changes into TWD and
4.
Discussion irreversible stem expansion, TWD was found to be an effective index for analyzing
growth-induced
Any water-related factors affecting stem diameter shrinkage are due to changes in the tree bole
water potential gradient caused by tree transpiration [30], and transpiration could cause changes in
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stem diameter responses to tree bole moisture loss. As a stem diameter shrinkage indicator, TWD was
a good choice for reflecting sap flow changes at a half-hour time resolution. It should be noted that the
division mode adopted in this study was based on the zero-growth assumption (diametral growth has
little or no effect on stem shrinkage). Zweifel et al. [29] found TWD to be a very effective biological
indicator for tree bole moisture, which is consistent with our results in this study. The hydration
caused by relatively high stem sap flow can slow down the stem diameter contraction and increase
water storage [33]. TWD is produced by stem volume changes caused by the moisture status, and it is
therefore advantageous in reflecting stem sap flow. This study proves that TWD can reflect a tree’s
moisture status at a half-hour time resolution. Since stem diameter shrinkage indicators such as the
maximum daily shrinkage, daily stem diameter increment, and daily stem diameter variation cannot
reflect sap flow at a half-hour time resolution, TWD is considered a better choice for indicating sap flow
when the time scale required is less than 1 day. Transpiration can cause variations in plant moisture
indices, including plant moisture content [34,35], water potential [36], and stem sap flow [37,38].
It would be good to acknowledge that coupled TWD and actual tree water content, for example, using
time domain reflectometry probes or frequency domain reflectometry probes [39], should be analyzed
to confirm whether TWD is a good tree moisture indicator.
TWD has advantages for indicating stem sap flow at a daily time resolution compared to other
indices. These secondary thickening belt tissues can store water inside trees and play a positive role in
water transportation whenever necessary [40]. Water loss and transportation via these tissues in the
case of water deficit can be demonstrated by varying TWD and stem sap flow at a daily time resolution.
To some extent, the stem diameter shrinkage indicator TWD can reduce or even eliminate the influence
of division and enlargement of cambium living cells on stem diameter variations, which highlights
the reversible stem shrinkage during daytime and moisture supply during the night. Compared to
other indices, this represents an advantage for identifying sap flow changes caused by transpiration
pull. The daily stem diameter increment places more emphasis on the seasonal growth of trees,
and stem diameter variations due to moisture loss are considered to be noise. Daily stem diameter
variation represents the swell of the stem diameter due to seasonal growth and moisture variation [41].
Some studies [42–45] found that the maximum daily shrinkage worked well in diagnosing a plant’s
moisture storage. They also showed that it shares a certain correlation with stem sap flow, but this
was less significant when compared with TWD in terms of explaining stem sap flow variations.
Maximum daily shrinkage is obtained by subtracting minimum and maximum stem diameter values,
which indicates the shrinkage of the stem diameter due to moisture variation based on the irreversible
property of trees—seasonal growth. Assuming that a tree’s seasonal growth takes place at a constant
rate, the maximum daily shrinkage works well for indicating stem moisture loss. However, in reality,
it cannot be ensured that the division and enlargement of cambium living cells take place at a uniform
speed. Moreover, Zweifel et al. [29] proved that some trees might stop their seasonal growth during
a period of stem diameter shrinkage.
Although TWD was shown to effectively reflect the variation characteristics of sap flow on
above 0 ◦ C below 80% cloud cover days, above 0 ◦ C large percentage cloud cover days, and low
temperature below 80% cloud cover days, it could not demonstrate the variation in sap flow on low
temperature large percentage cloud cover days (Table 4). We concluded that this is a combined effect
of temperature and cloudiness conditions, and accounted for this phenomenon through variations in
relevant environmental factors. We found that sap flow responded significantly (r = 0.55 and p ≤ 0.05)
to variations in vapor pressure deficit on low temperature large percentage cloud cover days. However,
the correlation was not significant (p > 0.05) under other conditions. The correlation between vapor
pressure deficit and TWD did not reach significance (p ≤ 0.05) under any conditions. The vapor
pressure deficit, determined by air temperature and relative humidity, may be responsible for the
variation in sap flow on low temperature large percentage cloud cover days. Eliades et al. [26] found
that during negative temperatures, reverse sap flow was occurring. This may be one of the explanations
of the poor correlation of the TWD with sap flow. One of the main limitations of the thermal dissipation
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method [25] used in this study is that it cannot measure reverse flows. There was a significant
correlation between stem diameter shrinkage and sap flow changes [46,47], despite the sap flow
density being different among trees from different species. Moisture movement inside the xylem
is caused by water tension. Not only in theory, the practice also proves that sap flow variation is
linearly related to stem diameter variation [21]. This study found that such correlation can be more
easily affected by other factors under low temperature, more cloud cover conditions. Effects of stem
diameter shrinkage indicators on sap flow are reduced by other plant-specific physiological and
biophysical processes [29]. Stem diameter shrinkage can significantly respond to moisture variations
on the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum (SPAC) [1], and sap flow can only serve as a plant moisture
variation index to indicate the response of tree growth to plant moisture in the SPAC. Plant growth
responses to the combined action of the soil moisture [48], the atmospheric moisture [49], and other
environmental factors [50,51] require further studies.
5. Conclusions
In this study, the responses of stem diameter shrinkage indicators to sap flow were studied to
confirm the effect of indicative functions of relatively easy-to-access stem diameter shrinkage on the
variation in characteristics of the sap flow under four air temperature and cloudiness conditions in
Dahurian larch forest. We propose two hypotheses: (1) stem diameter shrinkage indicators can help
explain some characteristics of sap flow during above 0 ◦ C below 80% cloud cover days and (2) TWD
can better explain sap flow when compared to other stem diameter shrinkage indicators under all air
temperature and cloudiness conditions. We found that TWD was positively correlated (r ≥ 0.317) with
daily variations in sap flow and reached extremely significant levels (p ≤ 0.001) under all conditions.
TWD and maximum daily shrinkage were able to better reflect the correlation between changes in
stem diameter and sap flow on a daily scale, except large percentage cloud cover days with low
temperatures. Changes in stem diameter had no correlation with sap flow during low temperature and
large percentage cloud cover days. Among all stem diameter shrinkage indicators, TWD showed the
highest correlation (r ≥ 0.601 and p ≤ 0.001) with sap flow under all conditions, except during large
percentage cloud cover days with low temperatures. The study preliminarily showed that the stem
diameter shrinkage indicators cannot reflect changes in sap flow on low temperature large percentage
cloud cover days. TWD can give information regarding variations in stem sap flow on a half-hour time
scale. Among all stem diameter shrinkage indicators (maximum daily shrinkage, daily stem diameter
increment, daily stem diameter variation, and TWD), TWD was the best choice for indicating stem
sap flow variations in under a daily time resolution. This study provides support for understanding
stem diameter shrinkage and tree bole moisture loss. Stem sap flow can only serve as a plant moisture
variation index to indicate the response of tree stem diameter variations to plant moisture. Tree stem
diameter variations responses to the combined action of environmental factors require further studies.
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